
 

simply enjoy

Sustainable choice
45% of an orange is juice, 

When it comes to our oranges, 
the other 55% (peel, pulp, oils) 

is used in other industries. 
#NoWaste

Zengo® Excellence FRESH
Freshly squeezed juice

Pressed → Packed → Frozen
Not Filtered - Not pasteurized

No additives - No preservatives 
2 L Ready to drink

Zengo
Table Dispenser
A professional juice 

solution for food service 
professionals. Upgrades 

guest experience and 
improves operational 

convenience.
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If your guests deserve the superb taste of a freshly squeeze juice and you don’t want to waste 
your precious time, our Excellence Fresh will fit you perfectly. Excellence Fresh is pressed, packed 
and frozen, not filtered, not pasteurized; a 100% pure natural juice. By freezing the juice directly 
after squeezing, we pause the natural decline in the most natural way and keep excellent taste and 
flavour intact. As good as pressing the juice yourself only much easier!

 Orange Pink
Grapefruit

Blood
Orange
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simply enjoy

Supreme 
active

cooling

Suitable 
for high 

pulp juice

Volume:
6 liters

Integrated
stirring 
system

Built-in
performance
monitor chip

6L

Concept Res. nr. Product name Juice content Mixing ratio Content case RTDL per case

Excellence Fr. 810050 Orange Juice Fresh 100% NA 6 x 2 L 12 L

Excellence Fr. 810070 Orange Juice Fresh 100% NA 12 x 1 L 12 L

Excellence Fr. 810075 Blood Orange Juice 
Fresh

100% NA 12 x 1 L 12 L

Excellence Fr. 810080 Pink Grapefruit Juice 
Fresh

100% NA 12 x 1 L 12 L

Zengo® Excellence Fresh

Storage: frozen
Freshly squeezed juice: not filtered, not pasteurized, 
no additives - no preservatives
Operator friendly: saves time, saves costs, reduces 
waste, improves hygiene
Long shelf life: 24 months frozen, 3 days thawed

Juice presentation
The Zengo Table Dispenser is the perfect juice 
presentation equipment to use with Zengo 
Excellence: the integrated stirring system prevents 
juice seperation (a natural process characteristic 
for freshly squeezed juice) and the supreme active 
cooling will keep it fresh for days!
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Available in:
- 2 L Tetrapack 
- 1 L pouch


